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18 The waters prevailed and greatly increased on the earth, 

and the Ark moved about on the surface of the waters. 

Noah’s Flood Changes the Earth’s Geology.



Amy and Russ teach how Noah’s Flood 

effected the geology of the world in the 

rocks and strata we see today.



Apatosaurus Vertebra 4 foot long on 
left. Three foot long Trilobite on right.



Three foot long Mosasaur skull on right.



Dinosaur eggs of various species.  



Duck Billed Dinosaur 
Vertebrae, leg and tail bones.



Triped Chinese Dragon model as 
described by Marco Polo in 1271 AD.



Model of Apatosaurus 5 foot tall thoracic vertebra on 
left and 8 foot femur hip bone on right. Twenty foot 

long white PVC pipe model of Pterodactyl wing.



3.Name the Rocks in Box &

Ocean Flood Strata work sheet. 



Guessing Game to name the ocean 
animals and rock types box.



1. Trilobite paint

NEED

Paints 

Brushes

Water bowls

Newspaper to work on

Names on Trilobite

Area for pick up after class

There are no fossils that show 

what color they were. Kids just 

use their imagination.



I love painting 
my Trilobite







Fossil exhibit.



2. Dinosaur dig 



Way cool!



T Rex Front Arm and Claws

T Rex Front Claws

T Rex lower jaw bone

Intrusive artifact is when someone digs a hole into 

a strata that has old dinosaur bones and buries a 

new object. There will be a few of these in the dig.

The previous page will help the leader to tell what 

the kids what the artifact is that they are digging 

up.

What they will find in the “dig.”



Apatosaurus Claw

Apatosaurus 

finger bone

Duck Billed 

Hadrosaurus Egg

Baby Inside

T Rex Egg 

Baby Inside

Megalodon 

Shark Tooth

Ancient Man 

Face

Cow Bones but 

Similar to Dinosaur 

Bones only smaller

Neck 

Vertebrae

One Half 

Pelvis Bone

Femur Hip 

Bone

Tibia

Humerus 

Arm Bone

Rib

Frying Pan 

Intrusive 

burial

Trilobite

Duck Bill 

Tail Bone
Clam

Oyster

Fossilized 

Caterpillar

T Rex TeethMastodon 

Molar tooth
T Rex Tooth

Duck Billed 

Hadrosaurus 

Ischium – Holds 

up the tail



Discovering how sandstone layers with 

Play Doh, called strata, were formed by 

Noah’s Flood.



Give me 5!



Dinosaur 
Camp is 

great fun!



8. Activity 

Stream Flood Table, Flood Tube 

Demo of Noah’s Flood

Need hose and spray nozzle. Two 

saw horses or table to set it on.  



Bring on 
the kids!



Kids loved to play in the mud from 

Noah’s Flood demonstration.

Way cool 
times 2!



Students place 

houses, cars, 

animals and 

dinosaurs to 

see what 

happens when 

the Flood waves 

hit them. 



We rolled out a full sized drawing of the 40 foot neck of an 

Apatosaurus found in South America that was 130 feet long.



Now that is 
BIG!!





Using 9’’ to 3” to 2” hose 30 feet long to show the huge artery 

that supplies blood to the Apatosaurus’ brain through the neck.



Model of Apatosaurus 5 foot tall 
thoracic vertebra on left and 8 foot 

femur hip bone on right.



Way cool!



Questions to ask the 
Little Green Man

We have successfully made contact 
with a little green man from Mars.



The Little Green 
Man from Mars 

types into his iPad 
answers to the 

questions I ask him.



The answers appear on 
the screen behind us… 

What does your 
home look?
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“Here in my domed city.”



It is a fun tour of the 
Martian landscape…

Show us a picture 
of your ship.
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“This is my space ship.”



10. Activity 

30 ft Apatosaurus & 

24 ft Kronosaurus Floor Puzzles

Kronosaurus Teeth Models 



24 ft Kronosaurus Floor Puzzle.



Way cool!
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ADVENTURE 

SAFARIS

Web www.adventuresafaris.org
e-mail,  russmcglenn@juno.com


